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Early Earth

What conditions for the emergence of 

biochemical systems on Earth?
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Importance of liquid water in biochemical reactions

 Facilitate molecular diffusion from different environments

 Liquid state over a large range of temperature (up to 100 C at 1 atm)
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Wet environments

Liquid water a major constituent of living organisms

Importance of liquid water in biochemical reactions

 Facilitate molecular diffusion from different environments

 Liquid state over a large range of temperature (up to 100 C at 1 atm)

 High polarity allowing to dissolve ions and polar molecules

 Hydrogen bond network facilitating proton exchanges

 Induce hydrophobic interaction



Early EarthLiquid Water



Early EarthLiquid Water

building blocks
small molecules

(i.e. ammonia, CO2, methane) 



Endogenous origin of organic matter

The Miller’s experiment: organic synthesis in the primitive Earth atmosphere

Miller et al., 1953, Science, 117, 528



Reductive conditions

Volcano

CH4/CO2/H2O/NH3/H2S

Neutral conditions

CO2/N2/H2O/CO +  H2S/CH4/H2

Carbonate buffer pH 6

antioxidant (Fe2+)

Reductive conditions

Atmosphere

CH4/H2O/NH3/N2/H2

Amino acid formation

Endogenous origin of organic matter

The Miller’s experiment: organic synthesis in the primitive Earth atmosphere

Bada et al., 2013, Chemical Society Review, 42, 2186-89



Patel et al., 2015, Nature Chemistry, 7, 301-307

Endogenous origin of organic matter

The Sutherland’s experiment: All you need

From HCN, H2S, Cu and UV light (254 nm)
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Endogenous origin of organic matter

The Sutherland’s experiment: All you need

From HCN, H2S, Cu and UV light (254 nm)

Amino acids

 Nucleotides

 Phospholipid

precursors



Patel et al., 2015, Nature Chemistry, 7, 301-307

Chemistry in a post-impact scenario

Endogenous origin of organic matter

The Sutherland’s experiment: All you need

From HCN, H2S, Cu and UV light (254 nm)



Carbonaceous matter

5-25% of soluble organic matter75-95% of insoluble organic molecules

chondrite carbonaceous meteorites:

Exogenous source of organic matter



Chemical treatment: extraction (H2O, 100 C; 
hydrolysis HCl 6M) et derivatization

More than 500 structures identified

Amino acids

Nucleobases :    uracile                 xanthine
Pizzarello et al., Meteorites and the Early Solar System II, 

2006, 625-651

Targeted analyzes of the soluble organic matter in chondritic meteorites

Soluble Organic Matter (SOM)

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:Uracil.svg


AIB

Glycine

L-isovaline
L-alanine

Enantiomeric exces on amino acids

Link between extraterrestrial organic matter

and the emergence of homochirality on 

Earth?

Glavin et al., Meteor.Planet.Sci., 41 (2006) 889-902 

Glavin et al., PNAS, 106 (2009) 5487-5492 Pizzarello et al., Chem.Biodiveristy, 4 (2007) 680-693

Targeted analyzes of the soluble organic matter in chondritic meteorites



 A rich and universal reservoir of organic molecules

 Can seed planets with organic molecules via interplanetary bodies

 May be one of the most important source of organic matter for starting chemical

evolutions toward life

Evolution of interstellar icy grains
toward the formation of complex organic molecules in interplanetary objects
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Early EarthLiquid Water

building blocks
small molecules

(i.e. ammonia, CO2, methane) 

Exogenous and endogenous sources of organic matter 

macromolecule
(polymers)

Self-organization



BiochemistryPrebiotic chemistry

Origin of life

A search for the origin of life

Prebiotic chemistry: How form complex structures in molecular terms or chemical networks.
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BiochemistryPrebiotic chemistry

2- Energy

Origin of life

A search for the origin of life

3- Self-organization of organic matter

1- Building blocks from extraterrestrial and planetary reservoir.

Prebiotic chemistry: How form complex structures in molecular terms or chemical networks.



Danger et al., Chem.Soc.Rev., 41 (2012) 5416-5429

Formation of proteins
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ACTIVATION

DEGRADATION

SELECTIVITY and EVOLUTION

ACTIVATION

POLYMERIZATION

Formation of proteins



Early EarthLiquid Water

building blocks
small molecules

(i.e. ammonia, CO2, methane) 

Exogenous and endogenous sources of organic matter 

simplif
y

macromolecule
(polymers)

Living cell primitive cell

replication

replicase

RNA

translation

Self-organization
Energy

Evolution toward biochemical systems



R. Pascal, A. Pross, J. D. Sutherland Open Biol. 2013, 3, 130156

Replicators for chemical evolution



R. Pascal, A. Pross, J. D. Sutherland Open Biol. 2013, 3, 130156

Emergence of replicative systems

Autocatalytic systems
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Kinetic stability
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Emergence of replicative systems

Autocatalytic systems Irreversibility
Kinetic stability

Cost of
irreversibility

Cost for
self-organization
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Free energy requirement for the origin of life

DG(I) DG#

Impact on Habitability

R. Pascal, A. Pross, J. D. Sutherland Open Biol. 2013, 3, 130156

Cost for
self-organization

50 kJ.mol-1

150 kJ.mol-1



Impact on Habitability

R. Pascal, A. Pross, J. D. Sutherland Open Biol. 2013, 3, 130156

Free energy requirement for the origin of life

DG(I) DG#

Cost for
self-organization

50 kJ.mol-1

150 kJ.mol-1

M-stars

G-stars

At least 800 nm
visible to UV light



What do we need?

 Liquid water

Source of organic matter

Exogenous – “Universal”

Endogenous – “Specific” 

 Energy for self-organization

Autocatalysis and irreversibility for chemical evolution



What do we need?

 Liquid water

Source of organic matter

Exogenous – “Universal”

Endogenous – “Specific” 

 Energy for self-organization

Autocatalysis and irreversibility for chemical evolution

In which environment?

 Hydrothermal vent?

Volcano environments?

 If it needs UV-visible light (<800 nm) for the self-

organization and the cost of irreversibility:

Environment where surface liquid water is available 



How can we constrain the habitability concept?

 Liquid water

Source of organic matter

Exogenous – “Universal”

 Energy for self-organization

Autocatalysis and irreversibility for chemical evolution

Experiment this scenario in a simulated primitive Earth environment 

 Is it possible to experimentally demonstrate that 

replicators can emerge from an aqueous environment 

in which organic matter is associated to a sufficient 

source of energy?

Constrain the range of environmental conditions in 

which replicators could emerge
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